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Powerful light performance

Eurolite KLS-800 achieves best results in magazine Soundcheck test

”Extremely  compact  dimensions“,  “Powerful  light  performance”,  “Great color
mixture”, that is what the testers have said about the KLS-800 from Eurolite. For its
May  issue,  the  magazine  Soundcheck  rigorously  tested  the  new  compact  light
system.

The KLS-800  combines  the  popular  features  of  the  KLS  series  with  exceptional  light
performance – the testers verdict: “Easy to transport and fast to build up, that's the basic
idea of  the Eurolite KLS “Kompakt-Licht-Systeme” (Compact Light Systems).  The new
KLS-800 features another advantage, it is equipped with innovative and powerful diodes.”
Meant are the Tricolor LED chips. They guarantee a homogeneous color mixture. Even
when looking directly into the spot the testers couldn't see the original colors but a pure
color mixture. Moreover, the KLS-800 persuades with extremely concentrated colors, a
mixture of pure white and surprisingly high brightness.

Besides  good  results  in  color  mixture  and  light  intensity,  the  Soundcheck  team was
particularly  impressed  by  the  variety  of  control  possibilities.  The  KLS-800  can  be
controlled by sound, foot switch or DMX. “It's brilliant that foot switch and DMX can be
combined,” the journal says. The special benefit: “This allows you to turn off the spots
with the foot switch at the end of a song, choose the next program on the DMX controller
and than reactivate the foot switch”. 
Furthermore,  the  Soundcheck  crew  recommends  using  the  Eurolite  LED  Operator  4
controller,  as  it  is  pre-programmed  for  the  KLS  series  and  provides  quick  and  easy
access. 

The KLS series is a mobile lighting system offering space-saving and compact solutions
for flexible yet high-quality stage lighting. The KLS-800 combines the popular amenities of
the KLS series with outstanding illuminating power – thanks to the sophisticated Tricolor
LED chips (TCL).
So it's not surprising that it passed the rigorous testing of Soundcheck with flying colors.
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One  language  for  all:  Eurolite.  Whether  modern  moving  lights,  LED-systems,  color
changers or classic beam effects, smoke machines and mirror balls, for simple home use
or  the  semi-professional  domain  –  Eurolite  offers  a  range  of  meanwhile  over  2,000
products, which is second to none worldwide. For 20 years Eurolite products are known
for high quality at low prices. To fit the bill for every use.


